
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a strategic pricing manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategic pricing manager

Develops and delivers training programs to internal audiences (sales,
marketing, supply chain, senior management)
Artfully balance business objectives while supporting sales teams, often on an
individual case basis
Subject matter expert, supporting marketing and sales teams
Creates reporting to measure success of direct marketing programs
Lead the Pricing Committee, conduct regular reporting and KPIs follow up
and improvement
Solid understanding of wireless products and services preferred
Extract insights into and uncover potential pricing issues based on analysis
methods such as target price variance, win/loss, customer
revenue/profitability, Develop and test specific hypotheses to triangulate
root causes of issues
Lead the annual SPA scope definition and implementation
Coordinate updates of Global RAS list, both for annual and emergency
updates
Effectively manages the activities of direct staff members, responsible for
developing market pricing, competitive analysis and forecasting

Qualifications for strategic pricing manager

Outstanding analytical and problem-solving abilities, along with an ability to
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Preferred experience in Publisher side ad technology and analytics tool – (Ad
Server, OMS, DMP, Yieldex, Qliksense)
Lead the design of a strategic roadmap for the organization to elevate OPS’s
strategic pricing practice to the next level serving multi region client in an
Omni channel environment
Develop associated practical implementation steps leading to top and
bottom line benefits as we go opposed to a long development tome and a
latter benefits realization
Align with regional pricing practice teams that are at various stages in regions
or to be create to augment and where possible leverage their work for faster
success and leveraged learnings
Possesses strong, expert knowledge in advanced strategic pricing models
and tool including the required mathematical modeling expertize


